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   13TH YEAR: NON- STOP SUMMER CAMP 

SUMMER CAMP 2021 with Native Speakers 
 NONSTOP  

IN ENGLISH 
         throughout the entire day 
 

target teaching blocks and 
workshops 

 

1 native speaker=6 kids 
                

ALL INCLUSIVE: 
transport, regular drinks all 

day and food 5x per day, 
   material(art and educational)  
 

 
 

NEXT GOOD REASONS  
why to go with us:  

archery     trampoline 

slackline    SKATEPARK 

TRAFFIC PLAYGROUND 
kids scooters  

 
LOCATION:  ALBRECHTOVA VYHLÍDKA, FRÝDLANTSKÝ VÝBĚŽEK 

July 12-18, 2021 

HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0892769 

PRICE all inclusive  
1 week CZK 8.850 

INC. VAT  

DISCOUNTS 
siblings 10% of basic price  
for our absolvents 5-10% of basic price 
*the discount can be used only for one week (Inc. part-time camps) and discounts 
are not added up. 

English with KRYŠTOF is a game children enjoy playing. 

http://www.klckrystof.cz/
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HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 

BECOME A VIKING, LEARN HOW TO USE 

HEALTHY SENSE MORE THAN MUSCLES LIKE 

OUR HERO HICCUP, … 
Long ago up North on the Island of Berk, the young Viking, Hiccup, wants to join his town's fight 

against the dragons that continually raid their town. However, his macho father and village leader, 

Stoik the Vast, will not allow his small, clumsy, but inventive son to do so. Regardless, Hiccup ventures 

out into battle and downs a mysterious Night Fury dragon with his invention, but can't bring himself 

to kill it. Instead, Hiccup and the dragon, whom he dubs Toothless, begin a friendship that would open 

up both their worlds as the observant boy learns that his people have misjudged the species. But even 

as the two each take flight in their own way, they find that they must fight the destructive ignorance 

plaguing their world.  

SPORT PART: 
is led by professionals/ absolvents of Faculty of Physical 

Education and Sport  

archery, trampoline, slackline  
activities at traffic playground  

and in Skatepark in Frýdlant  
(kids scooters or balance bikes) 

sport games in the forest 

EXPERIENCE with us: JOY and FUN   

WE OFFER: TRADITIONS, 

EXPERIENCES,EXCITEMENT, IDEAS and 

INSPIRATION  

YOU CAN RELY ON OUR: 

RESPONSIBILITY and PROFESSIONAL 

APPROACH 
 

http://www.klckrystof.cz/

